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When eifecting a classificational analysis of stochastic subjects Oi, j: l, . . .N,
presented in the multidimensional space S:{xr}, i:1,...,f,,, the choice of
a criterion is a basic stage for the quality of the deciding rule (discrimi-
nant function). Often the sum of the error probabilities from the lst and
2nd genders servcs as such a criterion. The minimum value of the sum is
attained by the Bayes criterion of the minimum risk. As we know [], this
procedure, though well elaborated methodologically, entails considcrable
calculation difficulties, especially when the number of classes Cs, h:1,..., M,
formed by Oi, is considerable. In this case, even the linearized Bayes pro-
cedures, or the linear discriminant functions lose their effect in general, be-
cause a great number of linear discriminant functions are needed [1].

The simplest approach is, of course, the one in which the discriminant
function is defined by simple in iorm volumes in the multidirnensional
space S. Such could be, by way of example, multidimensional parallelepi-
peds, spheres, ellipsoids, and the like. In this instance, the deciding rules
are simplified considerably, and in the case of the multidimensional paral-
lelepiped they are reduced to a system of simple inequations. On account
ol such a simplification ol the deciding rule, the value of the risk function
Q increases.

This paper treats the problern oi optimization oi the parameters of the
constant limits (discriminant functions) of the classes in space $ in order
to obtain a minimum value of rQ (Naturally, this minimum value is higher
than the value which could be obtained by the Bayes discriminant pro-
cedure).

As we know [3], in the general case the risk function has thc follow-
ing lorm:
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where : X(x.r,.. , . , x) is the current vector-realization, p* is the apriori probability of the z-class subject appearance, f(xlp^) is'"ttre _d,eusity

of the probability of the m-classsubject appearance in the volume dx:flat,,

lctt' 'c,u Ic:l 
Ilc''' ' 'c"l

is. a payment-oJf matrix with elements cn., equal to the price of the error
when^.relating the x to the. zz-class,_ at the ft-class subject'availability.

6(yoln is_a unit function, equal respectively to:
l, when X is in 

ll?,;..*t"" 
l-p of the ft-class,

into|'1,.'.'jthatconditionwillbetaken
criteri m risk, regions /-n depend on

the index m, i. e. f o: le(n), and are ned by thE equatibn :'
(2) pnC,ef(Xlpn):p*Co*f(Xlp^).

Equation (2) shows that the minimum risk is attained bv the introduc-
tion of flexible limits, dep.ending on the pair of indices (h,'m) of. the com-
parable classes. This condition makes the 

-analysis 
complicated because, in

the general case, regions (m) are strongry noilinear and multidimensional.
At constant limits and normal cistiibution f lxlpl, which we accept

further on, equation (l) has the form:
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_ln the general case, the limits ail

parallelepiped can change independently
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zation bJ (3) ttris means the introduction of 2n parameters ol tht: optimi-
zation. Frrrther on we will accept the following limiting conditions:

(4) au : pii(l - q),

bit: t"i/l *g),

i, e. we accept that the limiting surface of the 7-class is a parallelepiped
which is centrally symmetric to the point described by the tip of the vector,
pu, and its magnitude changes with one and the same coefficient of pro-
portion q along all the axes of the space S. Under this condition, it is sden
in (3b) that /, is a mcnotonously decreasing function of 4, when the va-
l_ue-g o! &!at Kn M are fixed, because the normal distribution is positively
defined in the multidimensional volule (--, oo)" and to each dq correi-
ponds an increase of the integration region volume of the integral in (3b),
and dlr10 is accordingly obtained.

Analogously, we obtain from (3a) that /, is a monotonously increasing
function of q.

Also, the following limit relations follow from (3a) and (3b):
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and therefore, because of monotonous change of /. and ./r, and since

(5) Rmnx: lim (: lim Ir: Q(q :Q1,
q)6 q+@

then relations (5) show that in the region (-*, m)a the risk function ft
has at least one minimum. The values of 4, which correspond to .Q,1n, can
be determined by the equation

(6) dQldq:a,

In the relatively simple case, when signs x, describing the subjects O;
oi a given class are independent on one another, i. e. when the covaria-
tional matrix of the class is diagonal, the multiple integrals in (3) are given
as a product of one-fold integrals, and a possibility is offered for condi-
tion (6) to be obtained by differentiation under the sign of a one-fold in-
tegral. Then we obtain for (6):
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.f-+-'fl.
It is obvious from^( ct 'determination of the dependence

\@).AV the equation (3) ly prove to be easier, even in this
simplifie_d case, than the (6a), 

- or of (6) respectively. For that
purpose it is. appropriate : the integrals in (3-a) by 

-the 
Monte

Carlo metho_d, which in this case offers considerable siinptiiicition, because
the integration regions are simple volume-parallelepipeds orientaied along
the coordinate axes.

.The deciding rule at constant limits, defined by a multidimensional
parallelepiped, is reduced to a verification of the inequation system:

(7) all-<xi-<bi1, i:1r... rf,, j:1r.,., M,

wher_e 4(*t,..., x,r) is a vector-realization, subject to classification.
. If (7).is satisiied for certain 7 and for ali i, it is accepted that x be-
longs to the 7-class of the multituile I

The mean risk function (aver
mined under this deciding ruld by
(3) only for the 7'-class, though wi

the limits ail
nding on more
system of parti

ca
a
be
calculation of R by (3). It is possible
rule should become commensurable w

probably be acceptable at consider-
n that it was more profitable econo-

reflectiye characteristics. In that case.
of wavelengths would involve a single col
obtaining reflective characteristics (increase in the number of channels for
obtaining spectral information). This single complication of the design would
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be compensated by its multiple applications in collectfng and processing
considerable data files.

Equation (3) shows that the risk function depends on the number r1'l
oi the classes and increases with the increases of A{. That is why it is
convenient to introduce the quantity "relative risk" for the comparative
analysis of different in volume sets of classes :

M III
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m:l l-l
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Taking into consideration equation (5), we iind that 6 chenges in the
interval 0<6<0.5. The value f :0.5 corresponds to the marimum indeter'
minacy in the class.identification. The same value is obtained not only when
the region deternnining the limits of the classcs is with a zerc volu,me qr,
respectively, is infinitely great, but also when all the djstributions are eqllal.
In this case we also have complete indeterminacy.

The maximum indeterminacy is obtained also in the case when M-> oo.

This is due to the fact that in equation (3) the integral values tend toward
zero, because in the constant volume of integration there is a part of the
infinite norrnal multidimensional distribution which tends toward, zerc.

ff
J J lnc^rf(xlp)*pec6f(xlpl))d.x
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Onruuugaqurr [apaJrnenenuneAHoft At4cKpHMHHaHTHoIi

Qynrcquu B MHofoMepHoM aHaJIIzBe

T. K. flnee

(Pesrcve)

flpu rlaccnQuraqur.r croxacurqecrux o6rerroB ocHoBHb[M KpHrepLIeM roq-
Hocrn x.rraccuQuxaqar{ rBJrgerca Qynrqus pucKa. B nacroguleu pa6ore uc-
cJreAoBaHa npo6nenra MHHI{Mr{sarIHu Qynrqun p}Icra, KorAa rpaHHIIbI KJIaccoB
croxacrr{qecxnx o6rexroB npHHHManrcn 3a MHoroMepHbIe napanJlenennlleAbl.
flpoqe4ypa MHHr{MH3arIHH oxBarbrBaer flapaMerpbl srax napa/InenenHrleAoB.
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